
The True Value of Love  
In the Quality of Life 

The value of my life is relative to the quality of my life. 

The quality of life is a measure of how much value that I put into life. 

Quality of life is not a measure of how much value that life gives to me. 

I cannot take more value out of life than I put in. 

The absence of value in my life creates an emotional need. 

An emotional need is created by the absence of a personal attribute. 

A true value is the presence of an attainment. 

The quality of my life is relative to my personal attributes and attainments. 

My personal attributes & attainments are the values that I express in life, which is the value 

that I put into life. 

When the quality of my life is attributable and attainable it has true value. 

A True Value is the attainment of a personal attribute. 

A personal attribute is an emotional state of being that I express. 

An attainment is a personal attribute that I can consciously express in any moment of choice. 

I choose to attribute an emotional state of being to my Self, in each present moment, because 

of the true value that this experience affords me. 

An attainment has true value for my Self when it is an expression of a pure wavelength of 

emotion that is not divided by duality. 

An attainment that has true value may be said to be divine because it is a divine experience. 

Divine attributes are emotional states of being that have no opposing gender and no opposing 

polarity. 

They are charge neutral and double positive. 

Any attribute that is not divine can be seen as either positive or negative and as either male or 

female in character. 

It can have value in my life but not a divine true value. 



True Values are an expression of Love. 

They are my expression of what I truly value and love to do. 

It is an expression of my true qualities that stay with me for life. 

I never lose my true qualities as they are part of my covenant and my gift to my Self. 

I lose my need for emotional energy when what I need emotionally is met. 

My emotional needs are created by my false limiting beliefs and my fears. 

True qualities are divine, true values are divine and so is true love. 

True Love never dies.  

It is an expression of my Truth. 

My Truth is an expression of what I truly love and value. 

Love is true when it is aligned with my path. 

My path is the attainment of divine attributes that determine the quality of my ideal life. 

I find my true love by following my path. 

My true love connects my Self to my emotional power. 

Love is the emotional power that allows my path to unfold. 

My path is always aligned with my power because I am empowered when following my path. 

My true love is not a person. 

It is an expression of the Love that my Soul expresses for my Self. 

I experience true love for my Self when I am aligned with my true path. 

Sharing true love with another is an experience full of wonder. 

There is no greater or more wonderful experience than sharing my true love with the true 

love, the true qualities, and the true values of another. 

Love for another is never true. 

Being in Love with another is an experience of shared power, mutual joy and positive 

emotional connection that is attained with a divine quality of life that is attributable to both 

partners. 

Quality of Life is the value of the love that I express to the world. 
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